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Lightning Birds: An Aeroecology of the Airwaves 
 

Curatorial Essay 

 

Radio has long been understood in relation to the sky. Newspapers announced the earliest 

demonstrations of “wireless telegraphy” with headlines like “Messages in the Air” and “Out of 

the Clouds.”1 We speak of radio existing in the “airwaves,” and commercial imagery like the 

RKO “Radio Pictures” logo depicts lightning bolts radiating over the Earth. With its 

infrastructure of tall transmission towers and messages carried by electromagnetic waves passing 

through the atmosphere, radio can be understood as what John Durham Peters calls a “sky 

medium,” with other examples being flags, beacons, spotlights, fireworks, and towers.2  

We’re used to thinking about radiophonic communication existing in the sky, but it’s less 

frequently acknowledged that humans share that celestial space with other creatures; most 

notably, with birds. Birds rely upon the “aerosphere”—the part of the troposphere closest to the 

Earth’s surface—as a habitat, a medium of movement, and a source of food.3 Some bird species 

spend such prolonged periods in the airspace, eating, mating, and even sleeping there, that they 

are essentially amphibious creatures, leading a double life between sky and land. For birds that 

make long migratory flights, the aerosphere is a landscape imbued with value and significance, 

as they orient to the sun and the stars, gauge the winds, and monitor the changing seasons.4  

As our technologies move into the sky, they make contact with this aerospheric habitat. 

In the case of radio, transmission towers become obstacles in birds’ flight paths; radar systems 

emit signals that reveal the large-scale movements of birds; parabolic microphones directed at 

the sky eavesdrop on avian flight calls; and miniature radio transmitters accompany birds on 

their global travels. Lightning Birds explores the contact zone demarcated by these points of 

intersection, riding the crosswinds of bird migration and radio history to undertake an 

aeroecology of the airwaves.  

Lightning Birds tells a new story about radio. Most histories consider radio as a platform 

for popular entertainment or political communication, but Lightning Birds explores the medium’s 

use as a tool for generating knowledge about bird migration. I understand radio to be an 

assemblage of technological devices, along with the protocols for using them. Some of the key 
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components in the radio assemblage are transmission stations, towers, microphones, radio waves, 

recording devices, and tube or transistor amplifiers.5 Lightning Birds takes apart the radio 

assemblage to show how its component parts have played an important role in the domain of 

ornithology, revealing radio’s double life as both a cultural practice and a scientific technique.6 

Retelling radio history from the perspective of ornithology—more specifically, the study of bird 

migration—has a number of productive results: understudied practices like radar and radio 

telemetry are brought into the narrative; new historical precursors to radio are discovered; 

attention shifts from familiar subjects like media corporations and national broadcasting 

networks to scientific communities and citizen science initiatives; and the materiality of the 

medium is scrutinized from a fresh perspective.7 

The approach to radio history heard on Lightning Birds is meant to orient the study of 

radio toward the growing body of environmentally minded media scholarship.8 One inspiration 

for the project was a question posed by Anna Tsing and her collaborators. They asked: “How can 

we repurpose the tools of modernity against the terrors of Progress to make visible the other 

worlds it has ignored or damaged?”9 Radio has been a quintessential tool of modernity, and 

Lightning Birds repurposes its history so that another world becomes audible—the world of the 

avian aerosphere. 

In addition to radio history, Lightning Birds is in conversation with literature that 

explores the intersection of media and the environment; more specifically, with scholarship that 

investigates the lifeways of animals, and that takes an infrastructural, material, or “geological” 

approach to media technology. With regard to the former, Thom Van Dooren describes how 

avian “flight ways,” by which he means nonhuman “ways of life” that are “shared, produced, and 

nurtured in the world through the work of successive generations,” have become entangled with 

humans.10 Bird’s seasonal migratory journeys are a vivid example of avian flight ways, and 

Lightning Birds explores how human technologies like radio have become part of a “web of 

interactions” with the long evolutionary history of migration.11 In some cases, radio’s avian 

entanglements have resulted in deadly obstacles for birds, but in others they have provided 

opportunities to better understand and protect their flight ways, serving as a means to foster what 

Alexandra Hui calls “imagined ecologies.”12 

When radio history is tuned to the migratory flight ways of birds, we get a powerful 

reminder that the “environment” is not a static background to human travel and long-distance 
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communication.13 Indeed, birds’ seasonal flights around the globe have been called “the most 

spectacular long-distance migrations of any organism on the planet,” enacting “the biological 

integration of seemingly disparate ecosystems around the globe.”14 In Lightning Birds, radio—an 

iconic technology of virtual travel—is aligned with avian travel, and so contributes to recent 

scholarly work on mobility.15  

One of the lessons of mobility studies is that for some things to be moving, other things 

need to be standing still. That is, mobility is facilitated by local and material “immobilities”: 

trains run on tracks; airplanes need airports; radio and television broadcasts require stations, 

cable systems, or satellites; and digital communication relies upon fiber-optic cables.16 That 

insight applies to a radio history reconfigured around bird migration, because such an approach 

requires that we consider the medium’s immobile material infrastructure as well as its mobile 

airwaves. Inspired by the work of scholars like Nicole Starosielski, Lisa Parks, and Brian Larkin, 

Lightning Birds enacts an infrastructural “network archaeology” of the radio assemblage as it 

intersects with the aerospheric environment.17 This is most prominent in episode two, which 

describes how radio towers became sites of ornithological research. I argue that citizen scientists 

who studied the birds killed at communication towers were amateur media scholars, undertaking 

what Lisa Parks calls a “node-centric approach” to media studies, which involves exploring “the 

material conditions that support and surround” a single media infrastructure site.18  

Lightning Birds also takes up Jussi Parikka’s call for a “geology of media.” Parikka urges 

scholars to find “strains of media materialism outside the usual definition of media.” “Instead of 

radio,” he writes, “I prefer to think what components and materials enable such technologies.”19 

Lightning Birds is similarly interested in the materials that enable radio in both its popular and 

ornithological modes. In particular, aluminum has provided much of the material scaffolding for 

the aerospheric contact zone I explore: the lightweight metal leg bands used to track migratory 

birds; the airplanes and skyscrapers that have moved into avian flight paths; and many aspects of 

the radio assemblage, from its electronic components and portable casings, to the transcription 

discs that have preserved its ephemeral broadcasts.20  

Aluminum became synonymous with streamlined speed and lightweight strength, but it is 

the result of an earthbound, dirty, and energy-intensive production process. In fact, aluminum 

smelting has been called “one of the most energy-intensive production processes on earth.”21 

Radio’s invisible airwaves therefore relied upon a carbon-intensive industrial process that has 
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had very real consequences for the planet’s climate and ecosystems. The “geology of radio” 

heard on Lightning Birds provides a complement to current scholarship that reveals the hidden 

energy costs and lingering toxic materiality of Hollywood cinema and the supposedly immaterial 

forms of digital, “cloud-based” media.22  

Lightning Birds draws upon scholarship from media studies, environmental studies, 

sound studies, and ornithology, but my goals are not solely intellectual. There is an urgent need 

to understand and appreciate the avian aerosphere, given that 13 percent of all bird species, or 

one in eight, are threatened with extinction.23 A recent study in the journal Science found a net 

loss of close to three billion birds since 1970, or 29 percent of the total bird abundance, signaling 

“an urgent need” to avert future collapse and “associated loss of ecosystem integrity, function 

and services.”24 It is in this context that I want to tune the frequencies of radio history to the 

aerosphere, since the more we know about birds and their use of the sky, the more we can 

acknowledge and minimize our destructive actions.25 Human activities threaten migratory birds 

through the fragmentation and loss of habitat, the disruptions of climate change, noise and light 

pollution, and the various obstacles we erect in their paths.26  

Such threats to migratory populations are troubling in and of themselves, but there are 

even larger stakes, given that birds have been called “sensitive environmental indicators, often 

heralding key changes in environmental processes or ecosystem health.”27 Birds have long 

functioned for humans as a form of “logistical media” in the sense that they orient us in time and 

space. For example, the nature writer John Burroughs described how his sense of the seasons 

was shaped by the arrival of migrating birds. It was sure to be a March morning he wrote when 

you first heard a bluebird, and the call of the blackbird was “the voice of April.”28 The claim that 

birds are “sensitive environmental indicators” shows that they now serve as logistical media in a 

new sense: as barometers for gauging the environmental health of the planet.  

The goal of ecocriticism is not only to make people understand a topic like bird 

migration, but to care about it. To do that, critics need to consider all the channels of 

communication and affective registers at their disposal. Lightning Birds is a study of the sonic 

medium of radio, and it has been conceived as a work of audio. In that regard, it is an example of 

audiography: criticism that takes audio form and uses sound as an essential component in the 

making of an argument. Lightning Birds builds upon my first audiographic publication, ESC: 

Sonic Adventure in the Anthropocene (University of Michigan Press, 2019).29 As with ESC, 
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Lightning Birds consists of a series of audio chapters/episodes that are available for streaming or 

download at no cost at the University of Michigan Press website. In addition to the audio files 

that form the heart of the project, the website also includes this curatorial essay, a bibliography 

for each episode, and an online audio transcription that can be used for academic citation.  

Audiographic projects like Lightning Birds have the potential to communicate 

scholarship to a wide range of audiences, both within and beyond the academy. The 

multidisciplinary scope and podcast-style, episodic structure of Lightning Birds are intended to 

make the project accessible to a number of potential listeners, including historians, media 

scholars, sound artists, environmental activists, ornithologists, and bird enthusiasts. Audiography 

broadens the sensory range of scholarly writing, and I am interested in how sound might 

facilitate the process of “learning to be affected” by the avian world.30 It is important for 

ecocritical communication to mobilize a range of intellectual, emotional, and sensual appeals 

because barriers to pro-environmental behavior involve a person’s values, attitudes, and levels of 

emotional involvement as much as the lack of information.31  

To that end, I supplement my interviews and spoken analysis with sonic elements that 

take advantage of audio’s ability to move into more emotional or poetic registers: excerpts from 

audio dramas, works of sound art, and tracks by the renowned electronic musicians Dominik 

Eulberg and Four Tet. Audio is also mobilized in Lightning Birds to situate listeners in an “avian 

audioposition,” that is, to allow them to hear from the perspective of birds. I refer to uses of the 

radio assemblage that present an avian audioposition as “aerospheric radio.” My hope is that this 

type of audio might function to expand our sympathies beyond the human, and help us to grasp 

the lived experience of the aerosphere as habitat.32  

There are two sonic elements that recur across all five episodes of Lightning Birds, and 

that are intended to make the project resonate on poetic and narrative registers: spoken excerpts 

from Velimir Khlebnikov’s poetic essay, “The Radio of the Future” (1921), and audio clips from 

adaptations of Paul Gallico’s modern fairy tale, “The Snow Goose” (1940). My title comes from 

a line in Khlebnikov’s essay, where he describes radio signals as a “stream of lightning birds.”33 

That image portrays, in miniature, the contact zone between radio history and bird migration that 

I explore in the project. Quotes from “The Radio of the Future” serve as epigraphs at the start of 

each episode. Gallico’s “The Snow Goose” is the tale of a migrant bird blown off course, and it 

serves as a kind of narrative “carrier bag” across the episodes; that is, clips from a number of 
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media adaptations of the story become stopover sites where the listener is given the chance to 

process the historical and scientific information that they have encountered over the course of the 

project’s five episodes.34 Ursula Heise argues that environmental science gains sociocultural 

traction to the extent that it becomes “part of the stories that human communities tell about 

themselves.”35 My goal is for “The Snow Goose” to serve as a human story that helps to orient 

listeners to both the science and wonder of bird migration.  

Thus far, I have described the overarching goals and primary scholarly interlocutors for 

Lightning Birds, as well as the audiographic form of the project. Lightning Birds is a work of 

multimodal publishing with audio at its core, and you might think of this essay as the “liner 

notes” for the five episodes hosted at the University of Michigan website. In the balance of this 

curatorial essay, it only remains to sketch a brief overview of each episode.  

 

Episode One: Station 

 

The first episode introduces the project, and then turns to the practice of bird banding, which has 

been called “the oldest, and by far the most important, means of studying bird migration.”36 Bird 

banding involves placing a marked ring on a bird’s leg, and by the 1920s, a national network of 

volunteer banding stations had been established across the United States. In my first gesture 

toward a new kind of radio history, I describe a series of parallels between the bird banding 

network and a network of amateur radio stations that was coalescing at the same time. Radio 

operators and bird banders were both amateur hobbyists and tinkerers, and shared an interest in 

linking their home stations in a network of long-distance communication and information-

sharing. Where radio hobbyists engaged in “exploratory listening,” striving to listen to as many 

distant stations as they could, bird banders sent messages in the form of numbered leg bands 

attached to migratory birds from their home stations to be received and recorded at locations 

around the globe.37 

Both of these networks enacted a modern social dynamic that Raymond Williams calls 

“mobile privatization,” which negotiates paradoxical tendencies toward increased mobility and 

the privatization of the family home. For Williams, broadcasting functioned to resolve those 

“contradictory pressures” by satisfying “the wish to go out and see new places” while remaining 
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in the privacy of the home.38 The network of amateur radio stations was the first embodiment of 

mobile privatization in the realm of radio communication, and bird banders manifested 

something similar in the field of ornithology, tracking the global movements of migratory birds 

without leaving the privacy of the home laboratory.39  

Episode one introduces the topic of aluminum, which is the focus of the project’s 

material history of radio. Aluminum provided the lightweight but durable leg bands needed for 

bird banding, and it was a key component in radio sets. Aluminum was also essential to the 

growth of aviation, accelerating the movement of human travel, commerce, and communication 

into the aerosphere.40 The shared use of aluminum is a material articulation between bird 

banding and radio, and thinking them together as sky media leads to the discovery of surprising 

precursors to radio, such as singing kites and pigeon whistles.41  

Each episode of Lightning Birds covers both a chapter of radio history and a set of 

scientific discoveries about bird migration that have resulted from the mobilization of a 

component in the radio assemblage. Episode one delineates some of the knowledge generated by 

the network of bird banding stations, including evidence of the global scope of migration. 

Banding helped to establish that the flight paths of migratory birds do not recognize national 

borders, and that international cooperation was needed to protect migratory species. Bird banding 

data showed the extent to which avian migration was a global phenomenon, and thus helped to 

spur pioneering legislation like the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918. Now, a century later, 

anthropogenic climate change is creating a new threat to that already precarious process. The 

episode concludes with a discussion of “mismatch,” which is when the seasonal activities of 

plants and animals change as the result of climate change, causing a troubling disconnect 

between the timing of birds’ migratory journeys and the seasonal availability of food.42  

 

Episode Two: Tower 

 

Towers, writes John Durham Peters, are sky media that “mediate between heaven and earth” by 

reaching up into the aerosphere to extend communication and gain social leverage on the Earth 

below.43 Episode two concerns instances when towers have come into contact with the flight 

ways of birds. I begin with lighthouses, sites where the combination of height, illumination, and 
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coastal location proved fatal for many migratory birds.44 Lighthouses were the first place where 

people noticed the phenomenon known as “towerkill,” when birds collide with tall structures. As 

a result, lighthouses became an important site of research on bird migration, demonstrating how 

infrastructure can establish a contact zone between human and nonhuman environments.  

Lighthouses are not usually part of the history of broadcasting, but they enter the story 

when radio is framed as a sky medium. Episode two presents another novel historical precedent 

to radio in the form of premodern techniques of sonic “broadcasting” from tall towers, as in the 

case of church bells and the practice of “tower music.”45 The entanglement of towers and bird 

migration continued into the era of electronic media when tall, illuminated radio towers moved 

into the aerosphere. Lighthouses had been confined to the coast, but radio towers were 

constructed across the country, and by the end of the 1930s communication towers had 

transformed the entire continent into what Lisa Parks calls a “signal territory”: a landscape 

blanketed with “broadcast facilities, including stations, towers, antennas, and microwave 

links.”46 As had been the case with lighthouses, communication towers not only killed migratory 

birds, but became a source of data about them, and I discuss citizen science initiatives at radio 

and television towers that began in the 1950s. As mentioned above, such efforts can be 

understood as both amateur ornithology and amateur media studies, since they enacted a “node-

centric approach” that explored “the material conditions that support and surround a single 

broadcast infrastructure site.”47  

Radio and television towers were part of a new American skyline that was made possible, 

in part, by aluminum. Communication towers were generally made of steel, but they were rising 

at the same time that aluminum was helping to define a modernist style of architecture that 

featured streamlined forms and an expanded role for glass. According to Mimi Sheller, designs 

for skyscrapers like the Empire State Building (1935) “would not have been possible without 

aluminum.”48 The symbolic home of radio and the modern electronic soundscape was the iconic 

Radio City Music Hall (1932), where one could find aluminum used as exterior trim, aluminum 

foil wallpaper, and in the form of several sculptures made entirely of aluminum. A “geology of 

media” approach connects radio—via aluminum—to a broader pattern whereby modern 

architectural forms were moving further into the aerosphere.  

The first episode of Lightning Birds describes how lightweight aluminum was a crucial 

component in aviation. The aviation theme continues in episode two, where we learn that, in 
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1937, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) required lights to be placed on radio 

towers to avoid airplane collisions.49 Illuminated towers kept the airplanes away, but, like 

lighthouses before them, they created a hazard for migratory birds, especially on overcast nights. 

Towerkill continues to be a serious problem, but there have been some important regulatory 

success stories and citizen initiatives concerning the issue in recent years. In episode two, the 

scientist Joelle Gehring speaks about her research into bird collisions, which helped to inspire 

recent changes in tower lighting policy, with important implications for migratory birds.50 We 

also hear from Annette Prince, the director of the Chicago Bird Collision Monitors, who 

describes the work of her volunteer organization and ongoing efforts to minimize the impact of 

urban design for migratory birds.  

 

Episode Three: Waves 

 

Episode three begins by describing the development of several systems of logistical radio in the 

1920s and ‘30s, the most significant of which was radar, which scans the sky in order to collect 

information about objects at a distance.51 The development of radar was spurred by the need to 

locate aluminum-clad aircraft during World War II, but confusion arose when technicians began 

to notice mysterious, unidentified echoes on their display screens, which they called “angels.” It 

was eventually established that most radar angels were birds, and after the war, birds became the 

object of intentional and systematic study with radar.52  

The field of radar ornithology stands as a dramatic example of the radio assemblage 

being applied to the study of birds, and it has yielded many discoveries about avian migration. 

One of the insights drawn from radar was that birds flew along straight paths even when clouds 

covered the sky, which suggested that birds had other means of orientation besides visual cues.53 

In fact, some experiments with radar seemed to suggest that avian navigation might involve the 

perception of electromagnetic fields. In the 1960s, experiments confirmed that some birds do 

orient using the Earth’s magnetic field.54 The contact zone encompassing the airwaves and the 

aerosphere thus articulates a perceptual inclination shared between birds and our logistical 

media, with migrating birds practicing a kind of “natural radio” to the extent that they navigate 

using the magnetic fields that encompass the planet.55  
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Episode three features an interview with Sidney Gauthreaux, a leader in radar ornithology 

since the 1970s. Gauthreaux analyzed radar images from the 1960s to 1980s and found that “the 

number of flights of migratory birds had dropped by nearly 50 percent.”56 Gauthreaux’s research 

spurred the development of the international conservation initiative “Partners in Flight,” a 

network of more than 150 partner organizations with the goal of halting and reversing declines in 

bird population.57  

 

Episode Four: Microphone 

 

Episode four examines the use of sound technologies to study the flight calls of migratory birds. 

Unlike the more complex and melodious songs sung by birds, flight calls are “cryptic little 

buzzes and whistles” that are thought to aid birds in flocking and orientation.58 Flight calls were 

first used as a method for studying nocturnal migration at the end of the nineteenth century, and 

that method was given a boost in the 1950s with the new availability of recording devices that 

utilized magnetic tape technology.  

After episodes dedicated to stations, towers, and radio waves, it is microphones and 

recording devices that are the featured components of the radio assemblage in episode four. 

Sound recording became fully integrated into the practice of radio broadcasting during the 1940s 

and 1950s, but, before that, aluminum transcription discs were the material archive for much of 

what we now know as “old time radio.” Sound recording also became an important tool in 

studying the vocal behavior of birds.59 The Cornell Lab of Ornithology was a center for that 

work, developing techniques for recording with parabolic microphones, and releasing a series of 

popular phonograph records of birdsong.60 Tape recording was also used in research on 

migratory flight calls, and this episode details pathbreaking experiments that directed a parabolic 

microphone toward the sky to record flight calls onto a custom-made reel-to-reel tape recorder. I 

trace this line of research into the era of digital sound-recognition and analysis software, as well 

as do-it-yourself rooftop recording kits that transform the lived environment into a network of 

listening devices directed at migratory birds.61 

The episode concludes with the assertion that birds are listening back, turning their ears 

downward, toward the landscape. Many migratory birds hear sound at considerably lower 
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frequencies than humans, and the scientist Jonathan Hagstrum explains how sounds made by 

low-frequency “infrasonic landmarks” such as ocean waves and steep-sided mountains may 

serve as “acoustic beacons” that orient birds on their long-distance journeys.62 Avian infrasonic 

perception is offered as another way in which a sonic perspective might help us to better 

understand avian lifeways, and to aid in that project, we hear experimental recordings made from 

a hot air balloon, allowing the listener to inhabit the aerospheric audioposition of migratory 

birds.  

 

Episode Five: Amplifier  

 

The consumer radio sets of the 1920s were amplified by vacuum tubes, but a new generation of 

“solid state” components was developed in the 1940s. Solid state technology was developed for 

radar, which required a degree of sensitivity to extremely high-frequency electromagnetic waves 

that tubes could not provide. Tubes were also large and fragile, which meant that tube-era radios 

were not very portable. 63 Research into solid state components continued after the war, and in 

1947 Bell Laboratories unveiled its new transistor technology. Aluminum, as well as plastic, 

allowed for the miniaturization and portability of consumer electronics, including the first “shirt-

pocket” radios made with transistors that hit the market in the 1950s.64 The final episode of 

Lightning Birds considers the ways in which transistors reshaped the radio assemblage, both in 

terms of the iconic portable radios of the 1950s and ‘60s and the small radio telemetry devices 

that ushered in a new era of studying bird migration.65  

Returning to themes introduced in the first episode, I argue that transistor technology 

marked a shift from “mobile privatization” to a “privatized mobility” in which previously 

domestic experiences could be taken on the move.66 Tiny, transistorized transmitters facilitated a 

shift from the mobile privatization of bird banding, in which recovered aluminum leg bands 

brought information about the global movements of birds to a home station, to the privatized 

mobility of radio telemetry, in which radio equipment, and the researchers themselves, were 

taken out of the lab and put into motion. Telemetry revealed the patterns of bird migration with a 

new level of detail, and it continues to be an active area of research, from satellite tracking 

devices, to light-level geolocators, to animal tracking apps downloadable to a smartphone.67 
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Short excerpts from an interview with engineer and scientist William Cochran are heard 

in episodes two and four, but Cochran takes center stage here. This is fitting, given his status as a 

pioneer of wildlife radio telemetry. Continuing the exploration of an avian audioposition, we 

listen to sound recordings made from transmitters attached to birds in flight, and consider the 

aesthetics of such recordings in relation to sound artist Antoine Bertin’s “Twelve Hours in the 

Life of a Fox.” Telemetry is not without its critics, some of whom have argued that the practice 

has the capacity to “spectralise” wild birds, rendering them as “ghost-like digital signals.”68 

Bertin’s work suggests another way to hear those sonic signals, one that is more aligned with 

Alexander Pschera’s notion of the “Animal Internet,” which he claims “has the potential to 

revive the human-animal relationship” by giving specific animals an identity and a backstory.69  

Like Bertin, Pschera thinks that telemetry is establishing “a new notion of beauty” in 

representations of the nonhuman world, moving away from “the high-definition, super slow-

motion style” of nature documentaries, to an “unfocused, pixelated, and blurry” style that 

presents “seemingly banal images” of animals in “the nearby woods or meadow.”70 It is in this 

spirit that we listen to recordings made by William Cochran using tiny microphones attached to 

migratory birds. Like the balloon recordings from the last episode, these are sounds made at that 

crosswinds of radio art and ornithological research, and that can open our ears to an avian 

audioposition.71  

Lightning Birds concludes with a discussion of the final scenes of Paul Gallico’s “The 

Snow Goose.” Gallico’s tale concerns a bird that goes off course of its migratory script to form a 

multispecies family with humans, and so serves as a figure for kinship and multispecies 

collaboration in precarious times.72 To illustrate how “The Snow Goose” extends the emotional 

economy of a traditional love story to include animals and ecosystems, we listen to excerpts from 

a musical adaptation made in 1975 by the progressive rock band Camel.  

The ending of “The Snow Goose” has a wistful, downbeat, and elegiac tone. In Lightning 

Birds, however, I want to avoid becoming oversaturated with that affective register and, to 

borrow the words of Ursula Heise, find a way to “move beyond mourning, melancholia, and 

nostalgia to a more affirmative vision of our biological future.”73 With that goal in mind, we turn 

for balance to our other literary beacon, Velimir Khlebnikov’s “The Radio of the Future,” which 

is a Futurist manifesto buzzing with utopian optimism about radio technology. Given radio’s role 

in the “terrors of Progress” that have ushered us into the Anthropocene epoch, this kind of 
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technological utopianism must also be tempered. With “The Snow Goose” and “The Radio of the 

Future,” we find ourselves caught between what Heise characterizes as a narrative of “the 

decline of nature” and “progress boosterism.”74  

In pursuit of equilibrium between elegy and ode to progress, I turn to the Science report 

cited above, which states that, despite the general downward trend in bird populations, waterfowl 

like snow geese are among the species whose numbers are growing. That growth is due, in part, 

to successful conservation efforts, such as the creation of wildlife refuges and limits to hunting.75 

The growing numbers of snow geese have created their own ecological problems, but 

nevertheless the species might stand as a much-needed emblem of resilience, as well as a 

reminder that conservation efforts can work when backed by political will and strategic social 

alliances. Lightning Birds ends then, somewhere between the “utter desolation” at the end of 

“The Snow Goose” and the utopian modernism of “Radio of the Future.” Perhaps it is in this 

hybrid narrative terrain, between fairy tale and Futurist manifesto, between the science and 

poetry of airwaves and aerosphere, that we can discover a new role for radio, one in which, to 

paraphrase Khlebnikov, a flock of news is transmitted that comes from the life of the planet.  
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